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Determination of the Binding of Ligands Gontaining
the N-2t*-Dinitrophenyl Group to Bivalent
Monoclonal Rat Anti-DNP Antibody Using Affinity

Mathai Mammen, Frank A. GomeZrt and George M. Writesides*

Department of Chemistry, Haruard lJniversity, 12 Ortord Street, Cambidge, Massachuseffs 02138

Gapillary Electrophoresis

Affinity capillary electrophoresis has been used to deter-
mine the two dissociation constants of the complex
between anti-DNP rat monoclonal lgGzu antibody and
charged ligands that contained a N-dinitrophenyl group.

Singty and multiply charged ligands were used to establish
the influsnce of the charge on the mobility of the complex
between Ig and its ligand(s). Zwitferionic buffer additives
lessened adsorption of protein to the walls of the capillary.
A form of anatysis of the $furling data is derived that is
more usefuI than Scatchard anaVsis for certain multiva-
lent systems \ilfiere cooperativity of binding is in question,

but qfrere it is also possible to make plausible assump-
tions about electrophoretic mobilities of protein and
protein-ligand complexes. The uncertainties and as-
sumptions of this analysis are contrasted with those of
Scatchard analysis. For this antibody and trese monowt-
lent ligands, the dissociation of the ligands from the
antibody occurred noncooperativety. The charge on lg['zu
at pH 8.3 is es 

'mated 
to be -8.0 + O.2; this value is

obtained by analysis of the electrophoretic mobilities of
complexes IgGuLa, where the ligands L are stmchrrally
similar but have different charges (the charges on the
ligands were also determined by CE).

Nature uses potyvalency-the cooperative association of a
receptor, or aggregate, having multiple recognition sites with a
molecule containing multiple complementary ligands-to mediate
many classes of biological interactions: between two surfaces
(cell-cell,r cell-pathoS€nz-r ); between a surface and a soluble
species (cell-protein,s pathogen-protein,6'i pathogen-polysac-
charide,s cell-polysaccharidee ); and between two soluble species
(protein-protein,r0 drug-ligan6tt ;. We wish to quantitate the
contibution of simultaneous, multivalent binding to these interac-
tions. As a first, preliminary step in developing analytical methods
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applicable to polyvalent interactions, we have explored the use of

affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE)r2-ts 1e examine binding

of. monoaalent hgands to biualent antibodies. Polryalent interac-

tions can be either cooperative or noncooperative: the binding

at one site may or may not influence binding at another site. We

require methods applicable to cooperative systems and capable

of yielding multiple dissociation constants. This study demon-

strates a method for using ACE to exfact dissociation constants
of ligands from antibodies. It requires an assumption about the
influence of binding of the ligand on the elecbophoretic mobility
of the protein and is, therefore, not completely general. This
assumption, or its generalization, wili, however, probably be met
in many systems of interest. This system therefore models a

conrmon class of interactions invohing an important class of
proteins-immunoglobulins-that interact polyvalently.

We illustrate this method using ligands containing N-(2,+
dinitrophenyl)amino (DNP) groups and bivalent antibodies (rat

myeloma monoclonal antibody, IgGzu, hereafter referred to as Ig)
that bind to DNP groups. These antibodies are well characterized
and readily available.l6-18

Proteins with high molecular mass (greater than -50 kDa)

and p/ (greater than -6.0) tend to give peaks on capillary
elecfophoresis under rnany conditions that are broad and unsym-

metrical in shape (or to give no peaks at all) as a result of
interactions with the wall of the capillary. The molecular mass
of Ig is 150 kDa and its p/ is 6.5; its peaks in simple buffers are
broad. Use of aritterionic additives to a simple buffer gtves

sharper, more symmetical and highly reproducible peaks. We
added 500 mM Squinuclidinopropanesulfonate (1) and 10 mM

f^fr,'\. so.-
ry

1

&SO+ to the buffer in all the experiments. This tlpe of aritte
rionic additive was originally proposed by Jorgenson.rs
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ACE yields dissociation constants by analysis of the change
in electophoretic mobility of a protein on binding a small charged
ligand.2o'zt We derive these changes in electophoretic mobility
from changes in the time that the protein requires to reach the
detector (the time of appearance, f"oo) relatiue to the time required
for several internal standards that are not influenced by the ligand.
The change in the time of appearance (AApJ of a protein on
binding a ligand must be greater than the width of its peak to be
measured reliably. A typical width at half-height of the peaks in
this study is -10 s. The A/roo is approximately proportional to
the charge on the ligand, Zy, and inversely proportional to the
mass, M, of.the protein (eq 1). Ig has a high molecuiar mass (150

Af.pp * ZL/ W

kDa). To achieve the required Atapp, the value of.Zrfor the ligand
must therefore be relatively large. In this study, rt ZL : -1, At"pp
- 3 s; rt ZL: -3, Afapp - 9 s. We synthesized and used ligands
where Zt-: -I, -2, -3, and -9.

There have been several reports of positive cooperativity
between the binding sites of antibodies that bnd monoaalent
ligands, particularly for antibodies that bind DNP groups;z2-zr
we could not, therefore, assume that binding of monovalent
ligands to Ig occurred noncooperatively. Cooperativity would
yield a curved plot in Scatchard analysis, and values for the
two dissociation constants are not readily extacted from
such a plot. Scatchard analysis, which was acceptable in monG
valent systems previously studied by ACE (e.g., carbonic an-
hydrase,2s vancomycin,26 and SH3 domain2T ), is thus not useful
here. We derive a form of analysis (different from Scatchard
analysis) in which there is no assumption regarding coopera-
tivity: for all types of cooperativity (positive, negative, none),
this analysis yields a line from which we exfact dissociation
constants.

fu with many atrniry experiments, we measure degree of
complexation as a function of the concenfation of fuand; analysis
of these data yields dissociation constants. Our analysis requires
that we determine the mobility of the complex of protein bound
to ligand experi,mentally, in Scatchard analysis, fully saturating
conditions of ligand need never be used experimentally. In a later
section, we discuss the potential error introduced into the
dissociation constants as a function of the experimental uncertainty
in the mobility of the Ig complexed to two ligands. If the value
for a dissociation constant is micromolar or less, we can achieve
conditions experimentally that make this error acceptably small
(10-207").
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Figure 1. Equilibria involved in lg-antigen interactions. Kr is the
dissociation constant between the singly occupied lg and the unoc-
cupied lg. Kz is the dissociation constant between the doubly occupied
lg and the singly occupied lg. We denote the degree of cooperativity
between Kr and Kz as a. Antibodies that bind DNP do so mainly
through interaction with the light chain; the binding site is represented
as local ized on this chain.

DERIVATION OF A]IIALYSIS
We define two dissociation constants, Kr and &, for the

complex between Ig and two ligands (Figure l).ta'zs The total

mobility, ptolot, of a molecule, X, is a sum of the mobility due to

electoosmotic @O) flow, 12E0, and the mobility due to elecfo

phoretic flow, pelectro. Total rnobility is inversely proportional, with

proportionality constant C,, to ttre total time of appearance, tapp,

that X takes to move from the injection port to the detector (eq

2). We calculals ,rerectro by subtracting the EO mobility of the

[rtod : !,r'o + relectro : C1/turoy Q)

neutral marker (in our case, mesityl oxide, MO), lEo, from,atod
(eq 3). ACE relates the changes in relecro of a receptor (lg) on

uerectro - utotat - p'o: c,(+) - t(3) tel
\&appX,/ \eapp.Mo/

complexation with a ligand (l-) present in the electrophoresis
buffer to the dissociation constant (&). When the concentration
of iigand is zero, uelectro is that of free lg, pts. When the
concentration of ligand is sufficiently high that both of the binding
sites of the Ig are occupied, the electrophoretic mobility is pteLo.
When intermediate concentrations of ligand are present, bivalent
Ig receptors exist in three forms: unoccupied (lg), singly occupied
0gL), and doubly occupied 0glz). In the present system, we
assume (and inferfrom the line widths of the peaks) thatthe rates
of dissociation (fton) are sufficienflyfast (t0.1s-t) thatwe observe

(28) Bunting, J. R; Cathou, R E./. Mol. Biol. 1973, 77,223-235.
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a concentration-weighted average elecfophoretic mobility for all
three species (we only see one peak at all concenfations of
ligand).2e If we define the total concentration of all forms of [g as

[Ig"], then the faction of Ab in form ",'' is dr.m The electrophoretic
mobility, terecro, is the weighted mobility of all three species of Ig
(eq 4). The gi can be rewritten in terms of. Kr, K2, and [L] by

\r
Zp + ZZy

M M

Charge on
complex, Zp(L)n

Approximate
Mass
Electrophoretic
Mobility
Determined:

\Z
l l
29

M

* l g

\r
Z p +  Z y

IK,K. K" \
ow\: trl 

nr 
+ 

tL1 
+ l,| e)

dissociation of a diacid.3o
The charge on the protein with z ligands, ZpL)^, is the sum of

all charges on the amino acid residues of the protein and all tightly
bound species (cofactors, coenzymes,ligands). Zp is the charge
on the uncomplexed protein; Zyisthe charge on the ligand. The
electophoretic mobility of the Ig, pts,is approximately proportional
to Zp and inversely proportional to its hydrodynamic drag with a
proportionalilv constant C,.rg. This drag is often set proportional
to N{" (eq 8); this equation fits the experimental data relating

lls: c"rs(zP/Iuf)

electrophoretic mobility to mass for a number of globular
proteins.3l'32 The binding of one or two ligands, each with mass
m (<<M, and charge Z1-, gives species having electophoretic
mobilities grven by eqs 9 and 10, respectively. The proportionality

zrw,
lrgL: u.tzL 

1M I m)"

o,s ,,(H*H-i') (s)

ZO + Z' C,.: C*Lffi- (Zp- Z) 
W
(e)

Zp$-), Zp + zZL
. .  - f  -  - r
r'tEL: ""'tsL.(M 

* 2m)" 
-p'LE4 

(M + Zm1":

C
(2"*22,) + (10)

" Iuf

constant C, is related to, but not the same as, Ct from eq 2. The

using the definitions from Figure 1. The results are shown in
eqs 5-7 and are similar to the equations derived for the

(29) If the time for a single dissociation event is, on average, much srorler than

the time by which the two peaks due to two species are separated, we expect

to observe an auerage weighted peak. If this time for dissociation is much

longer lhan the time of separation, then we expect to observe faro individual
peaks. If the dissociation rate is intermediate in magnitude, then we expect

to observe a broad single peak; we expect this peak to be especially broad

at [L] : ffd.
(30) Connors, K L Binding Constants: The Measurement of Molecular Compler

Stability; John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1987.
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coefficient of the term 7/Kz gives a line with slope equal to l/Kz

and y intercept equal to -K1.

As [L] increases, ,electo asymptotically approaches p1*r, @ig-
ures 2 and 3). Experimentally, we expect that when increasing

[L] does not obsentably increase the value of 4'itffio, then we have

reached pelectro x pkLz. In order to estimate how close our

observed electrophoretic mobility is to lttsra, we perform the

following iterative experiment We use some arbitrary value of
(or best guess for) the maximum concentration of ligand, [L]'o.
We calculate dissociation constants Kr and Kz based on these data
using eq 11. We then ask if [L1'"'' > 30K2. If [L] ' 30K2, greater

than 977o of the Ig is bound to two ligands (and therefore we are
very close to ltt u). If [L]'* . 30&, then we collect more data

using higher [L] and repeat the analysis using eq 11. We iterate
until [Ll'o t 30K2. This procedure guarantees thatwe are within
-370 of. the actual value of pkro.33 A 3% error in l4s,* translates
into a manimum error of 570 in Kr and 10% in Kz. There are, of
course, other sources of error that furttrer increase the uncertainty
in Kr and &; some of these are discussed in more detail in a later
section.

(31) (a) Cantor, C. R; Schimmel, P. R Biophysical Chemistry; W. H. Freeman:
New York, 1930. O) The application of Henry's equation to proteins yields

that the tclectro becomes independent of mass. Whether or not rr"1*ro is
inversely dependent on mass or independent of mass, however, has little
impact on the current work.

(32) Grossman, P. D.; Colburn,J. C. Cafillary Electrophorais: Theory and Practbe:
Academic Press. Inc.: San Diego, CP\ 1992.

(33) Achieving the condition IL]'* > 30Kz is not possible if this concentration
either exceeds the solubilty of the ligand in the buffer or significantly
changes M", C,, or C'

,erectro : 
#.,r,- * H,r'r, * ffir*u 

(4)
I tgt lttgL 

z

erperimentally using eq 15 experimentally
at [L] = o 

ffr,,ton ilf",'t
([L] > 30K2)

F-gure 2. Electrophoretic mobilities of the various protein and
protein - ligand complexes.

numerical values of Cu, CuJe, Cu.rgL, and Cr,,rgr-, are not important
in this study because they all cancel in the final analysis.

The value for a is -2 / 3 for small proteins.3l'32 The exact value

of s in this work is not important since we assume that Mo will

be a constant so long as the bound ligand contributes negligibly
to the hydrodynamic drag of its complex with Ig (that is, if z and

2m <<M. If, in addition, Cu,k : CpJgr: Cp1eLz: Cr, then the

change in the mobility of the Ig on binding one ligand @t* -

trJ is half the change in mobility on binding two ligands fuwr" -

prJ (Figure 2). Equations 4-10 can be combined and rearranged
to give eq 11. Plotting the left-hand side of eq 11 against the

orcL: t , (ou-#. t )  (6)

,electro 
-' / rQtr"r" * l\c)

,electro _ pk

(8)



lLlmax = 5 K6

r$st .. 16

Figure 3. [L] vsperectro. (A)The highest experimentalvalue of lL]max
is much less than 30Kz and not sufficiently high to give a reliable
value of #rsur. (B) The value of lL]max is less than 30Kz and is still not
sufficiently high to give a reliable value of prsLr. (C) The value of [L]ma
is greater than 30K2 and is suffiently high that the lg is within 3"/o ol
complete saturation (i.e., 01s1, > 0.97; eq 5) .The error in the estimate
of pqt2 is less than 3%.

In the case of noncooperative binding, & is the dissociation
constant for one site and is related to Kr and Kz according to eq
12 (Figure 1). A Scatchard plot (eq 13), yields straight lines in

Ka:2K, : t /J{ ,

ln our analysis (eq 11), we use these experimental quantities to
calculate and plot a pair of points (X,y), where Itis the left-hand
side of eq 11 and X is the coefficient of the term l/Kz. The
experimental uncertainties in the observables gives rise to
uncertainties in X and Y 6x and oy.37 The mathematical
relationship between X (or I1 and the observables determines
how strongly uncertainties in the observables influence ox (or oy).
In eq 11, for example, theXvalue depends on [L]2 and the ofll
increases with increasing [L] and o1s; (eq 15). Thus we expect

o' i t  :2 [L]op7 (15)

that data obtained using high concentrations of ligand will display
greater scatter than those derived from low concentations of
ligand (this expectation is consistent with our observations shown
in Figure 7). This expectation is different when Scatchard analysis
is used. In Scatchard analysis, the Yvalue, F, is Apl[L] (eq
13). The error in l^cat that is due to uncertainty in [L], oH,,
decreases rapidly with [L] and increases with orrr (eq 16). In

oH,: os1/lLl2 (16)

Scatchard analysis, we expect more scatter in data derived from
low concenfations of ligand; one therefore should take more data
points from high concenfations of ligand. With our analysis, one
should. in contrast. use more data from low concenfations of
ligand (as discussed earlier in Figure 3, we also need to collect
several data from ueryhigh concentrations of ligand to determine

#rgq reliably).
The portion of the uncertainty in the X value that is due to

oFrsh,fit'o,i" grven in eq 17. The portion of the uncertainty in Y
that is due to pteb, &v4, is given in eq 18.

o.=
c

G

=
(g

o
()
g
o
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d"wt'-trrrr(f f i)
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(18)

electro
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- pk

Prg4 
- 

Ptg

L + (Kd/l0rogtll)

cases of noncooperative binding (rearranging eq 13 gives eq 14;
plofting Ap against log [L] gives a regular sigmoid). ln all other
cases (positively or negatively cooperative binding), Scatchard
plots are curved. As it is difficult to detect curves by eye, we
advocate plotting the data using eq 11 n all cases where
cooperativity is in question.

The uncertainties in values for Kz and K1 are less than 10 and
2070, r€spectively. For each of the experimental quantities (ob
servables) in our experiment ([L], neiectro, pts, pte), there is an
uncertainty in its value (o1s1, or"r*t o , oprg, ?td ofigL2, respectively).

There are also unceftainties in the plotted data introduced by
oret*to, or1g, afrd ouIsLz. These uncertainties were calculated by
mathematically propagating reasonable values for og1, ouett6o, optgt
and oprgro. We conclude that the total uncertainties in the slope
(l/ K) and Yintercept (-KJ are, in our experiments and analysis,
approximately 5- 10 and 1 5-2070, respectively.

EXPERIIIENTAL SECTION
Materials. Rat monoclonal antidinitrophenol antibody (Zynred,

Clone LO-DNP-11,1994 Catalog N0.048500, purchased in 10 mM
phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) at 0.6 mg/ml) was used after
ultracentifugal filtration (molecular weight cutoff 10 000) and
lyophilization. Bovine carbonic anhydrase (C,t EC 4.2.11,
containing CAA and CAB iso4rmes, from bovine erythrocytes),
bovine a-lactalbumin (Lt tl'pe I, from bovine milk), the tripeptide
Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD), 2, and mesityl oxide MO) were purchased
from Sigma Chemical Co. and used without further purifcation.
Ali solutions containing protein were prepared by dissolving
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of Ligands 2-5"
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5
. Reagent: (a) CHrClr; (b) H2, 10% activated Pd on carbon; (c) dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (_DCC), hydroxybenzolriazole (HOBT), and

diisoproptlethylamine (DIPEA) in dimethylformamide (DMF); (d) trifluoroacelic acid CIFA)-CH2CIz 1:1.

lyophilized protein into buffer. Organic reagents used in thesyn-
theses of 1-5 were purchased from Aldrich and used without
purification. Reaction solvents were distilled from an appropriate
drying agent before use. Reaction mixhrres were stirred magneti-
cally and monitored by thin-layer chromatography on silica gel
precoated glass plates Merck). Flash column chromatography
was carried out at medium pressure on silica gel 60rzsr (230-400

mesh, E. Merck) using the solvents that are indicated. Compound
I was synthesized as previously described.2l The procedures for
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synthesizing and characterizing compounds 2-5 and all inter-
mediates are available as supporting information.

EquipmenL Proton and carbon NMR specfrawere measured
on a Bruker AM400 MHz NMR spectometer. Chemical shifts
are reported in ppm relative to TMS for the proton specta and
relative to dmsod6 at 39.5 ppm for the carbon spectra. The
analysis of dissociation constants was performed using an ISCO
Model 3140 CE system. The titration of ligands 4 and 5 was
performed using a Beckman P/ACE System 5010. The capillary

o
o- -oH



tubing (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix) was of uncoated fused
silica with an internal diameter of 50 pm, a total length of 57 cm,
and a length from inlet to detector of.47 cm.

Procedure for CE. The sample for injection into the elec-
trophoresis capillary consisted of the Ig (0.0 mg/ml), 20 pM
mesityl odde (MO), carbonic anhydrase (CA" 1 mglml), a-lac-
talbumin 0"\ 1 mglml), and RGD (1 mglml). The sample
solution (-8 nL) was inFoduced into the capillary by vacuum
injection. The conditions used during each CE experiment
were as follows: voltage, 30 kV; curent unconftolled, but
generally 20 pL buffer, 25 mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine (pH
8.3), 0.5 M 1, 10 mM KzSOq; detection, 200 nm; temperature 25
+ 2 " C .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Scheme 1 summarizes the syntheses of DNP analogs 3-5.

We expected that, at pH 8.3, the charges on 2-S would be -1,
-2, -3, and -9, respectively. We validated this expectation for
ligands 4 and 5 by monitoring the eleckophoretic mobility of
these ligands as a function of pH;3a that is, we titated the ligands
using electrophoretic mobilities as the experimental variable being
monitored. The charges on ligands 4 and 5 remain constant at
pH ,7; all carboxylic acids in thae molecula are fully deprotonated
at fH >Z (Figure 4). The titration curves fit the theoretical
equations3s that are derived for polyacids in which the values of
pKu for each acidic residue are independent of. one another, and
identical. K. is the microscopic dissociation constant for one acidic
residue (its value may change with different buffers and different
ionic strengths). For a polyacid with z independent sites (eq 19),
each with microscopic dissociation constant 1(., the molecular
dissociation constants, K^, are defined according to eq 20. The

K1 .(COzH)n-t K2 .(COzH)n-z
R(co2H)n : *-,aor-, : *-,aor-,, -i----::

,.(COzH) Kn
R \ , ^ ^  

_ .  
:  R ( C O z - ) n  ( 1 9 )

- (UUz- )n- '

a - a - O - o - O
I
I

C b 0 - o - O
I

o 5 (9-)
o 4 (3-)

pH

Figure 4. pH VS prelectro. The value of perectro of ligands 4 and 5 are
measured as a function of the pH of the phosphate buffer (trorn pH

4.69 to 11.76) using CE (see Experimental Section for exact details).
The perearo of 4 (O) and 5 (C) are approximately constant at pH >7;

all carboxylic acids in these ligands are fully deprotonated at
pH ,7. The curves drawn through the data represent theoretical
titration curves for polyacids in which there are no interactions
between acidic groups: the microscopic values tor pK^ for 4 and 5
are assigned values of 4.'1 and 5.6, respectively. These curves are
guides to the eye-they demonstrate only that the data can be fit to
a single microscopic pK", not that only a single microscopic PIG is
involved.
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statistical distribution of dissociation constants for the nonaacid
molecule,S, is 9K,, 4K" ( /t)K^, (/z)K^,K" (/z)K^, (/)K^, (/)K^,
and (l/e)K,; for the triacid 4, the distribution is 3K., Ku, and
(l/t)K* The theoretical tifation curves3s derived using these
statistics fit the experimental mobilities relatively well when the
values of the two microscopic dissociation constants are 4.1 and
5.6 for 4 and 5, respectively. In the present study, we have
insufficient data to determine whether the polyacids are truly
statistical in their ionization; \4/e suspect that they are nol

We used MO as an indicator of EO flow in these experiments,
and CAB, CA" and lA as charged noninteracting (ostensiblD

reference materials. These reference materials represent a range
of molecular surfaces (uncharged to highly charged) and molec-
ular masses (0.40-30 kDa). fuiy large systematic change in the
mobilities of these species with changtng [L] would suggest
potential problems with the experiment. For example, if the
mobilities of any of the reference materials varied as a function

(34) Cleveland, J. A; Benko, M. H.; Gluck, S. J.; Walbroehl, Y. M./ Chromatogr.
1993. 652,301-308.

(35) We use a manual interative Drocedure to arrive at the fit shown.

n - ( m - 1 ) - -
K ^ : - K a  m - 1 - nr r r  

m

rrFrTrTFTrTrfil
320 360 400

t (s)
240 280 320 360

t (s)

Figure 5. MO as an indicator oJ rate of EO flow, and CAB and LA
as internal references, ACE of lgGzu (see Experimental Section for
exact conditions): (A) increasing [2]. with charge -1; (B) increasing
[5], with charge -9.

of [L], we might have concluded that these materials interacted
with the charged ligand.

Figure 5 shows a representative series of electropherograms
of Ig in buffer containing various concentrations of 2 and 5.
As expected, the more negatively charged ligand 5 shifts the
antibody by a larger amount than the less negativeiy charged
ligand 2. The broadness of the peak due to Ig may be due
to its heterogeneity (possibly due to different states of glycosy-
lation). Figure 6A shows the change in electrophoretic mo
bilities of Ig, CA" and LA on increasing the concentration of 5.
The approximately horizontal lines for I-A and CA indicate that
5 has no affinity for these species. Figure 68 shows the
electrophoretic mobility as a function of iog [5]. Using the
values of values for Kt and Kz derived later, and eqs 6-10 and
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Figure 6. (A) The rerectro of lgGzu,MO, LA, and CAB for increasing
concentration of 5 (see Experimental Section for exact conditions).
The electrophoretic mobility of MO is defined as zero. (B) Change in
the electrophoretic mobility of lgG26, plotted against log [5]. The
sigmoidal curve drawn through the data represent the theoretical fit,
assuming that the binding sites are independent (eq 14) and that the
microscopic dissociation contant l<d -- 20 lM (K : 1O tM and K2:
40 pM; Table 1).

19, we calcalate the observed electophoretic mobility as a function

of log [5]; the calculated curve fits the experimental data.
In addition to the iterative procedure illustrated in Figure 3, a

further check to the experimental value of pku, is possible in the

case where analysis using eq 11 is consistent with noncooperative
binding: we plot the data using eq 13. The X intercept yields a
value for pteL,,. The experimental values of pkL, (obtained from

high concenfations of ligand) were within 3% of the value

calculated using eq 11.
Figure 7 is a plot of the data from Figure 5 based on eq 11.

Table 1 gives the values for Kt and Kz that describe the inter-

actions between charged ligands 2-5 and IgGzu. Experiments
n 0.2,0.5, and 1.0 M 1 all yielded the same values of. Kt and Kz
(although we can make no more general statement concerning
the dependence of dissociation constants on aritterions).36

As is consistent with noncooperative binding, all our systems
yield a ratto of. Kz/K1of -d Figure 1). We conclude that binding

of monovalent ligands 2-5 to IgG26 is noncooperative.
Defining Charge: Zp(rr,, Zrq, 2"a", Z"r. 

'Ihe charge on a
protein can be a theoretical construct, a calculated value, or an

experimentally determined value. We define Zppl,as the sum of
all charges on the amino acid residues of a protein, P, plus all
charges on tightly associated molecules including ligands (L),

cofactors, and coenzymes (Figure 8). The charges on L and the

(36) Cordova, E.: Gomez. F. A; Whitesides, G. M., in progress.
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Figure 7. Binding of 5 to lgG26 using eq 11. The plot yields a stralght
line from which one obtains dissociation constants Kr and K2. The
data include duplicate trials for three different days (different sample
and buffer preparations).

charge on P that is uncomplexed to L are, analogously, Zr and

Zp, respectively.
The efectiae charge on a proteirr,Z"ff, is treated as a perturba-

tion on Zp and, is an experimental parameter that describes the

response of the protein to an electrical field. If the protein is in

a solution containing ions, 216 tacitly includes the charges of the

ions in the Stern-Helmholtz layed8 (the stationary boundary

layer) surrounding the protein (Figure 8). Z"nis in general (but

need not necessarily be) lower than Zp (as a result of "charge

shielding"). The relationship between Zp and Z"nis given by eq

21. The term q (eq 21) reflects the degree of shielding of'Zpby

Z"ff: Zr/ (L + a)

0.0
1o-7

(21)

ions in solution and is approximately proportional to the ionic

strength of the solution: rt q << 1, then shielding is negligible.

Thelzelecuo is linearly proportionalto Z"n @q22). Using eqZl,

,erectro - qu t=*: 
&#: 

c, 
# ez)

,erecrro is also linearly proportionaJto Zp (eq22). The proportional-

ity constants that relate Zp and. 2"6 to ,electro are C, ^d qo,

respectively; Cu and C,o u" consequently related by eq 23.

c,- Qtr/(t + a; (23)

We use CE to estimate experimentally the charge on a
protein, Zr*r, from the mobilities of a protein and its com-
plexes with differently charged ligands (described in detail

(37) In general, if X is a function of the two experimental observables a ar'd b (X

= f(a,b)), then (oJ2 = (dx)t + (d)2 = (ilUda)2(o")2 -r (0X/0b)2(o)2:

Skoog, D. A- Principtes of Instrumental Analtsis; Saunders College Publish-

ing: Fort Worth, T& 1985; pp 5-22.
(38) Knox, J. H. I. Chromatogr. 1994, 680, 3-13.



ligand charge'

t - 1

3 - 2
4 - 3
c - v

Kf @M) Kzd (aM)

1.9 + 0.4 8.5 + 0.9
2.8 + 0.6 9.5 * 1.0
5.8 * 1.2 19 + 1.9
9.0 + 1.8 40 r 4.0

Table 1. Dissociation Gonstants of the lgG2b
Complexes with Ligands 2-5'

24 yields eq 25. Plotting the left side of eq25 (corresponding to

ZZr:2"*r(@rrr./ ltQ -D Q5)

the total charge of ligand bound to the protein) against the

coefficient of the termZurgives a line with a slope equal to Zr*.u
From the analysis of the data for the binding of Ig to ligands 2-5
by this method, we determine that for Ig OdW 150 000), Z"*:
-8.0 + 0.2 at pH 8.3 @igure 9); we therefore estimate that Zp x
-8.0 + 0.2 at pH 8.3.

The linearity of this plotfurlher indicates that the experimental
estimate of tthtt (using very high concentrations of ligand) was

acceptably good; if the experimental value of pkuunderestimated
its actual value, then the plot would appear curved downward at
higher values of.Ur. The linearity also validates Zp&): Zp * Zr;
the data point for lre would have deviated from the line if this
relation did not hold.

coNcLUsloNs
Use of ACE To Study lnteractions of Antibodies with

Ligands. Quantifying the interaction between bivalent antibodies
and the ligands to which they bind is central to molecular
immunology. Enarmelinked immunosorbent assays (ELISA;4s

radioimmunoassays (RI6;+s equilibrium dialysis,a6 and immune
precipitation (the Farr metho6ti ) are widely used to quantify these
interactions. These methods yield a single reladve binding
constant with a substantial error.s Other methods-fluorescence,4e
surface plasmon resonance (SPR),50 and stopped-flow kineticssr
-often require modifying the antibody; they are also time
consuming. This study demonstrates that ACE can be used to
estimate botl dissociation constants-regardless of cooperativity-for
the interaction of Ig antibodies and monovalent ligands of low
molecular weights. The use of Jorgenson buffersre gave accept-
able (although still broad) line shapes. We believe that although
the concentrations of aritterionic additives in these buffers (500

mM) give solutions of higher ionic sfength and viscosity than
normally used for biological assays, the results are still relevant
to biology. We estimate the ionic sfength of the interior of a
cell to be between 0.5 and 1.1 M.s2 In addition, the interior of a
cell contains a large number and hish concentration of organic

(43) The value of q is unknown in this experiment. Theoretically, it is dependent
to differing degrees on the characterisics of both the molecule and the
solution. The value of 4 is strongly dependent on tle ionic strenglh of the
solution. If all measurements are done in buffer of constant ionic strength,
then the assumption that 4 remains constant for the protein and its
complexes may be a good one.

(44) If the relationship between Zcr and Ze (eq 11) is different for the different
L (that is, the values of qkzr, 4rs3z, Qisez, and qh,s2 differ), then the measured
vaiue of charge using eq 24 wrll be different from Zp.

(45) Goldberg, M. E.; Djavadi, O.L Cun. Opin. Immunol. 1993. 5,278-28L.
(46) Gopalakrishnan. P. V.; lGrush, F. Immunochembtry 1974. I 1, 279'-283.
(47) Farr. k S. J Infect. Drs. 1958, 103,329.
(a8) The uncertainty in these techniques is not better than a factor of 2-4.
(49) Dandliker. W. B. Methods Immunol. Immunochem. 1971.3. 435-453.
(50) MalmqvisLM. Cun. Opin. Immunol. 1993, 5,282-286.
(51) Kitano, H.; Hasegawa, J.; Iwai, S.; Okubo, T. Polyn. BuIl. (Berliil 1986,

16, 89-93.
(52) In 1000 g of Hela cells, there are 10 g of small inorganic ions (MW = 40;

0.25 M); 60 g of small molecules (MW : 400: 0.28 M); 19 g of cytoplasmic
RNA (effective molarity ranges from 0 to 0.06 M);225 g of protein (effective
molarity ranges from 0.01 to 0.48 M).The totai effective molarity then ranges
from 0.53 to 1.07 M. The total concentration of organic molecules is
approimately 300 C (306). Data drawn from: Darnell, J.; Lodish, H.;
Baltimore, D. Molecular Biolog,2nd ed.; W. H. Freeman and Co.: New
York, 1990; pp 114-115.
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Kz/Kt

4.5 + 0.9
3.4 L0.7
3.3 * 0.7
4.4 r 0.9

o 192 mM Tris, 25 mM glycine, 10 mM I&SO4, 0.5 M 1. , Charge
on the ligand in aqueous solution, pH 8.3. 'Probable error in Kr is
20oA. d Probable error in Kr is 1096.

below). We will show that if the values of. q, M, and Qo re
main constant for the protein and its complexes, then Zrry x Zp
(Figure 8).

We may also calculate a charge on the protein from values of
pK, and pH. We refer to this calculated charge on the protein as
Zr^tr. fr the values of pK^ and pH are known exacfly, rhen Zra, x
Zp (Figure 8).

The experimental charge Q"*p) of this IgGzu is -8.0 at pH 8.3.
It has been difficult to estimate the charge, Zp, en ? protein.sg-rz
We recently reported a method of inferring the charge, Zop,
wperimentallyfor small (l\4W <50 000) proteins.42 In that analysis,
we acylate the protein partidly under nondenaturing condi-
tions to create a family of differently acylated derivatives, that is,
a charge ladder. Analysis of the electrophoretic mobilities of the
differenfly acylated derivatives yields Z.r. We are, however,
unable to use this method for proteins of high molecular weight
(MWyg : 150 000) because we are unable to separate the
components of the charge ladder with resolution that is sufficient
for analysis.

In this paper, we use the change in electrophoretic mobility
of the protein in complexing charged ligands to evaluate Z"r. This
method has been used previously to determine the value of.Z"ry
for carbonic anhydrase at various pH values.az This method also
requires the syntheses of multiple ligands with different values
of charge and is therefore less convenient than the method based
on charge ladders. It is free of some of the limitations due to the
molecular weight of the protein. The electrophoretic mobility of
the complex, FteLa, is proportional to the charge of the hgand, Zy
(eqs 9-11) . Aratio of Aerato 4y, is only dependent on the charges
of the protein, Zp, and the ligand, Zr, if the mass, M, and the
proportionality constant, qu, and the correction for effective
charge, (1 * q),a3 all cancel (eq24). In general, however, we do

22,
- 1  - j -  ": ^ z"*, (24)

not know that all these values cancel, and thus we refer to Zp rn
eq 24 as Z"*, (an experimental estintate of. Zp). Rearranging eq

(39) Ojteg, G.; Lundahl, P.;Wolgast, M. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1989,991,317-
323.

(40) Nozaki, Y.; Tanford, C. Methods Enzymol. 1967, 11,715-734.
(41) Ford, C. L.; Wlnzor,D.I. Biochim. Biophlts. Acta 7982,703, L09-112.
(:42) Gao. J.; Gomez, F. A; Harter, R; Whitesides, G. M. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.

t/s..4. 1994. 91. 12027-L2030.
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materials (-300 S/Lsz1. The complex buffers used in this study
(having high ionic strength-500 mM-and high concentations
of organic materials-ll} S/L), in our opinion, more closely
simulate intracellular conditions than do the simple buffers often
used for biological assays.

The rate of electroosmotic flow changed substantially on
increasing the concentration of ligands (especially 4 and 5). BV
using internal standards and mobilities (rather than absolute
appearance times, f"oo), we believe that we have successfully
corrected for these changes.2l We therefore did not need to have
highlv reproducible values of t^r, in our experiments. The use of
internal standards to correct for changes in EO flow is central to
the success of these analyses.

Ligands that were highly charged clearly shifted the electro
phoretic mobility of the Ig; even, however, a ligand with a single
charge gave shifts that were detectable and reproducible. The
association of a ligand with one unit of charge to the Ig (that is,
two units per bivalent Ig) changes the mobility by -25% since
Z"ry x -8. This change is detectable even with the broad lines
that we observe. Other Igs will have similar (although not
identical) changes. We feel that, in principle, one can quantify
the binding of Ig to anylow molecular weight ligand that is either
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Inferred from experimental
values of mobility for a
charge ladder using Eq 27

Z g = - 1 Charge on the protein (P),
Ligand (L) or protein-ligand
compler (PL)

s modified by ion pairing
and screening by ions in the
stationary boundry (SB) layer

nahrrally charged or contains a site for attaching a charged group;
extension of the analysis to ligands large enough that the
antibody-ligand complex and the antibody alone have different
hydrodynamic drag should be possible, but requires exploration.

Monitoring the electrophoretic mobilities of the ligands as a
function of the pH of the buffer allowed us to determine the degree
of ionization. Such an experiment allows the determination of
pK, in some cases.3a

Analysis of the Data. The analysis used here is useful (and
may be more appropriate than Scatchard analysis) for polryalent
systems in which cooperativity between binding events is in
question. There were five assumptions used in this analysis: (i)
the mobility of the fully complexed antibody, #rgr,z, can be
estimated experimentally at high values of [L] to within 3% of its
value; (ii) binding of the ligands to the protein affected the
hydrodynamic drag of the protein negligibly; (iii) the values of
b"" and ks6 ?r? suffsisntlt large that the observed mobility is a
concenhation-weighted average of the mobilities of all complexes
containing Ig; (iv) the proportionality constants CyJg, CpJgr, and
Cr,.teb (eqs 8-10) that relate electrophoretic mobility to mass and
charge are equal in magnitude; (v) the hydrodynamic drag (M")
is constant for Ig and its complexes.
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Figure 8. Summary of terms referring to the charge of a protein. Zp()" represents the total charge on the protein plus the charge on all tightly
associated ligands, cotactors, and coenzymes. Zp aad Ztate, analogously, the charges on the uncomplexed protein and the ligand. respectively.
In the hypothetical example used here lor illustralion, ZpG)^, Zp, and ZL ae -3, -2 and -1 , respectively. The ettective charge of the protein, aft,
is Zp minus the average net charge of counterions in the stationary boundry layer (Stern-Helmholtz layer) of solvation (represented here by a
sphere of radius rs8). The counterions in lhe stationary boundry layer exchange slowly with the other ions in solution- We do not know the
value ot tsB in our experiments and theretore, do not know the ditterence in magnitude between lhe values oI 4n and Zp.In lhe hypothetical
example shown here, the net charge of the counterions in lhe sphere of radius rsB is +1 and Z,r is -1. 4a" is the charge on lhe protein
calculated from values of pKa of the amino acid residues and the value ol pH. lt the values of plc and pH are known exactly, ihen .4arc - Zp.
Z'p is the charge on the protein that is infened from experiment; il the coetticients thal relate 4 lo mobility (q' , M, and q) remain constant, then
4,p - Ze.

ZPL = -3



PtgLe rr-
Figure 9. Total charge of the bound ligands, 2Zr-, against the
coefficient of the experimental charge on lg, 4*p (eg 25). The plot
gives a line whose slope yields 4w. 4*p on lgG26 (MW 150 000) at
pH 8.3 is -8.0. The horizontal error bars represenl a 3/" uncertainty
in the Xvalue. When the value of X:1, then y: 4*p ( indicated by
a dashed line). The labels on the points of data represent values for
Zt.

Our analysis indicates that the binding of two ligands to this

Ig is noncooperative (independent). Noncooperative binding

between a bivalent antibody and two small monovalent ligands is

intuitively reasonable. Noncooperative binding is less obviously

indicated for ligands in which charge-charge interactions might

be significant.s3 The previously reported positively cooperative

binding between monovalent DNP<ontaining ligands and an anti-

(53) The binding sites in the bivalent antibody are approximately 100 A apatt
and one ligand, therefore, is not likely to hinder the binding of the other
ligand sterically: Schref, T.; Hiller, R; Naider, F.; kvin, M.; Anglister, J.
Biochemistry 1992. 3 1, 6884-6897

DNP antibody was mdsnelizsd through conformational changes
on binding the first hgan6.zz-zt Since these groups used different
antibodies, we can make no comment on their results.

Use of ACE To Estinate the Charge of an Antibody in
Solution. A useful method of estimating the charge, Zp, onlarge
proteins uses analysis of binding to a family of ligands that differ
in charge. This method is based on one used by Gaoaz and yields

a value for the experimental charge, Zr*o, ofa protein in solution
at a given pH. The mobilities of Ig and its complexes are linearly
related if all other terms in the equation relating mobility to
charg-namely, Ctr,M, and q-remain constant Z.*p is an
atimate of.Zp. 1\e method of estimatingZp using covaient charge
ladders is currently most useful for proteins with molecular mass
less than 50 kDa; that based on examining relative mobilities of
a series of protein-ligand complexes with different charges is
more laborious, but is also applicable to higher molecular weight
proteins. Neither a crystal structure nor information on the
sequence exists for the Ig studied here. Thus, our prediction of
the charge for the IgGzu used in this study (Zp x -8.0 at pH 8.3)
is the first of which we are aware.
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